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Why I By Wendy Lesser
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books [Wendy Lesser] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Reading Why I Read delivers all the pleasure of discussing one's favorite books
with a marvelously articulate
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books: Wendy Lesser ...
Wendy Lesser is an American critic, writer, and editor based in Berkeley, California. She is the
founding editor of the arts journal The Threepenny Review, and the author of a novel and several
works of nonfiction, including most recently a biography of the architect Louis Kahn, for which she
won the 2017 Marfield Prize.
Wendy Lesser - Wikipedia
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books [Wendy Lesser] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Wendy Lesser's extraordinary alertness, intelligence, and curiosity have made her
one of America's most significant cultural critics
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books: Wendy Lesser ...
In “Why I Read” she has written a necessary addition to the canonical titles of appreciation. Wendy
Lesser is a serious reader — a quality reader — and this book is a serious pleasure.
‘Why I Read,’ by Wendy Lesser - The New York Times
Wendy Lesser is a critic, a novelist and also an editor so it was appealing to me to hear, or rather
read, in the words of someone who is so into the field that is reading, why reading is such a
pleasure and I will admit I was curious to see if we had similar points.
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books by Wendy Lesser
"Wendy Lesser's extraordinary alertness, intelligence, and curiosity have made her one of
America's most significant cultural critics," writes Stephen Greenblatt. In Why I Read , Lesser draws
on a lifetime of pleasure reading and decades of editing one of the most distinguished little
magazines in the country, The Threepenny Review , to describe a life lived in and through
literature.
Summary and reviews of Why I Read by Wendy Lesser
"Wendy Lesser's extraordinary alertness, intelligence, and curiosity have made her one of
America's most significant cultural critics," writes Stephen Greenblatt. In Why I Read , she draws on
a lifetime of pleasure reading and decades of editing to describe a life lived in and through
literature.
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books by Wendy Lesser ...
“Reading Wendy Lesser is like attending a book club where the leader is an Olympic champion
reader. Think the Dana Torres of page-turning . . . [In] Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books,
Lesser tackles a deceptively simple question: Why does one read? The question might be
impossible to answer, but it's a pleasure to explore . . .
Why I Read | Wendy Lesser | Macmillan
I began Wendy Lesser's "Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books" with my usual yellow
highlighter in hand, notepaper and pen at the ready, opening the reviewer's copy as I would for any
normal ...
'Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books,' by Wendy ...
Wendy Lesser a critic, novelist, and editor based in Berkeley, California. She is a member of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and has received fellowships from the Guggenheim
Foundation, National Endowment for the Humanities, and the New York Public Library's Cullman
Center for Scholars and Writers.
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Wendy Lesser (Author of Why I Read) - Goodreads
Wendy Lesser is the founder and editor of The Threepenny Review, which Adam Zagajewski has
called "one of the most original literary magazines not only in the U.S. but also on the entire
planet." She is the author of eight previous books of nonfiction and one novel.
Why I Read | Wendy Lesser | Macmillan
It’s why I read book reviews, litblogs, and magazine critics, and it’s why I write. Wendy Lesser’s
latest book, Why I Read, is such a book. It asks one simple question: why read? More specifically,
the book asks: what draws most people to read certain types of books? Lesser doesn’t answer these
questions, and that’s not the goal of ...
Review: Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books by Wendy ...
Read Why I Read by Wendy Lesser for free with a 30 day free trial. Read unlimited* books and
audiobooks on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android. "Wendy Lesser's extraordinary alertness,
intelligence, and curiosity have made her one of America's most significant cultural critics," writes
Stephen Greenblatt.
Why I Read by Wendy Lesser - Read Online - scribd.com
I love Wendy Lesser’s Why I Read. Lesser discusses books and authors who mean the most to her.
She enjoys Patricia Highsmith, Trollope, Mailer, and Dostoevsky. Lesser writes about her pleasure in
reading Isaac Asimov. But she really loves Henry James. Lesser also writes about why she doesn’t
like James Joyce’s Ulysses.
WHY I READ: THE SERIOUS PLEASURE OF BOOKS By Wendy Lesser ...
The title "Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books" declares a purpose that Wendy Lesser with
her first sentence immediately subverts : "It's not a question I can completely answer."
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